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o‐creation
Mass customizatio
PC) strategies aim to proofit from the fact that
(MCP
peop
ple are different. Their objeective is to turrn custom‐
er heterogeneitie
h
es into profitt opportunitie
es, hence
addrressing the current trend of long tail business
mod
dels. Mass cusstomization m
means to provvide goods
and services that best serve individual customers’
c
onal needs with
w near masss production efficiency.
perso
Apprroaching morre than a deecade of development,
MCP
PC is now beginning to emeerge in many industries
as a profitable business model.. But customizzation and
onalization go
o far beyond tthe sheer ind
dividualiza‐
perso
tion of products and
a become aan extension of current
ness models and
a productionn styles. We need
n
fresh
busin
thinkking to engage the most efffective capab
bilities and
resources so that individual
i
neeeds can best be
e met.

Conferrence The
eme: Linkiing Open
Innovaation and Mass Cusstomizatio
on
The MCPC
C conference series started
d out as a bi‐annnual
conferencce devoted to mass customization & perssonal‐
ization. TThe content has
h broadened in recent yyears,
including also customeer co‐creation
n, user innovaation,
and other strategies off customer‐driven value creeation
MCPC = Mass Customizatio
on, Personalizaation,
(hence, M
and Co‐Creation"). In 2011,
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the conference will bbridge

c
of open innovationn has revolutio
onized our
The concept
thinkking of innovation and tecchnology man
nagement.
Build
ding on the 20
001 landmarkk book Open Innovation
I
by Henry
H
Chesbro
ough, open in novation is a paradigm
that assumes thatt firms can annd should use external
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ideas as well as internal ideas, and internal and exter‐
nal paths to market, as they look to advance their
business. Today, the concept has become a leading
idea for many large corporations. The idea has also
been extended to services (Open Service Innovation)
and innovation in non‐profit organizations. Recently,
the term co‐creation has been established to denote
open innovation with customers and users as im‐
portant sources for innovation.

tomobiles or even rockets) are increasingly cre‐
ated in community‐based models of contributors.
IP is distributed via open licenses. One of the
core motives of open hardware is to allow high
degrees of customization – to offer the next level
of customization!


While developed separately and founded in different
theoretical and conceptual backgrounds, mass cus‐
tomization and open innovation are closely linked
and can benefit from a broader exchange between
both schools of thought:












Open innovation and mass customization are
both paradigms that motivate people to partici‐
pate, to create, to learn, and to recover in order
to effectively provide innovative goods and ser‐
vices for satisfying heterogeneous customer
needs.

Many mass customization businesses are user
innovations. A core principle of open innovation
is user innovation. Many innovative products or
services originate in the customers' domain – in‐
cluding many mass customization offerings that
are the result of an innovating customer becom‐
ing an entrepreneur. Looking closer on the ori‐
gins of mass customization businesses will pro‐
vide a fascinating area for research on user en‐
trepreneurs and open innovation in start‐ups.
In addition, methods for open innovation like co‐
creation toolkits or idea contests strive to facili‐
tate the input from customers for a firm's inno‐
vation process. These tools are closely related to
the design of configuration and co‐design
toolkits. Connecting research in both areas may
offer opportunities for better toolkit design.

Mass customization can profit from new forms
of open process innovation. Implementing mass
customization demands new processes and ser‐
vices – new capabilities that are not into place in
most organizations. The principles of open inno‐
vation provide efficient access to this knowledge
and can support the implementation of MCPC
business models.



Similarly, open innovation can benefit from
mass customization thinking. Using approaches
like modular architectures, process re‐
configuration, solution space design, or choice
navigation, open innovation initiatives may be‐
come more scalable and efficient while still fitting
perfectly to the innovator's situation.

Mass customization is a service business. Much
of the academic research in the field, especially
in marketing and configuration experience de‐
sign, is rooted in the service marketing domain.
Here we see plenty of opportunities to bridge be‐
tween open service innovation and mass custom‐
ization. We also need to explore how to scale up
mass customization in cases where economies of
scale are powerful. How do companies like Ama‐
zon deliver customization and scale at the same
time?

At the same time the MCPC conference is designed
as a platform for open (process and business model)
innovation: Our objective is to assemble a diverse
and experienced audience with different backgrounds
to share learnings and what worked (and what did
not) in different settings, industries, and countries.
We want to stimulate new ideas and to invoke new
aspiration for entrepreneurial drive and technical
advances.

Open innovation and mass customization
thinking are merging into innovative business
models. Consider the success of MC platforms
like Zazzle, Spreadshirt, or Cafepress. These com‐
panies have established open business models
that enable anyone to co‐create their own busi‐
ness, share designs and developments for a fee,
and benefits from the experiences of others. The
frameworks and theories of open innovation
provide new opportunities to study these phe‐
nomena.

Call for Papers & Presentation
Proposals: Submission Process

Open or permissive intellectual property poli‐
cies are often at the heart of new business mod‐
els. How do organizations share what they can,
protect what they must, and stimulate the widest
participation possible in their communities?
What can Creative Commons licenses and similar
approaches contribute to mass customization
and open innovation?

The MCPC 2011 is structured into two parts:


Open hardware is enabling new dimensions of
customization. Hardware products (electronics
components, but also entire structures like au‐
2

Part 1, Nov 16‐17, 2011: The MCPC 2011
Business Seminar provides an innovative plat‐
form for managers doing mass customization
and open innovation as the core of their busi‐
ness. The seminar's foremost idea is to connect
managers in peer‐to‐peer interaction to foster
an intense discussion. Presentations at this
seminar are by invitation only.



Part 2, Nov 17‐19, 2011: The MCPC 2011
Research & Innovation Conference is an aca‐
demic‐style but application‐focused conference
with an open call for papers. All contributions
are peer reviewed by at least two reviewers. An
international program committee supports the
program chairs with this process. Presentations
are organized in parallel tracks, with plenty of
time for discussions and feedback. The follow‐
ing Call for Papers and Presentations asks for
proposals for this Part 2 of the conference!

3.

Presentation proposals should follow the general
guidelines for submission (introduce your com‐
pany, the focus of your talk, and some of the key
results you plan to present). We discourage out‐
lines which are promotional. Instead, we wel‐
come materials that really demonstrate your
experiences, learning, and advice for fellow
managers. Mistakes, lessons learned, and un‐
expected barriers that arose during the process
are quite valuable for all of us to understand. All
proposals should be submitted with the online
submission system.

The MCPC 2011 wants to engage academics, business
leaders, and consultants in fundamental debates
through a set of plenary presentations, discussion
panels, and paper presentations. Continuing our
tradition we invite contributions from a wide range of
specialists from and beyond the engineering and
management community including architecture,
industrial design, or visual arts. We especially wel‐
come submissions from managers and consultants
reflecting upon the conference theme.

The conference proceedings will contain abstracts of
all accepted papers. A number of respected academic
journals already expressed their interest in featuring
special issues with selected conference papers after
the conference.

We invite you to submit your best work, addressing
the conference theme along one or more of the
questions asked in the following sections. All papers
have to be written in English language. We prefer
papers which are empirically grounded and go be‐
yond pure conceptual contributions. We are open to
a diverse set of quantitative and qualitative methods
of empirical research. We especially seek papers
which follow the idea of "engaged scholarship", i.e.
which are relevant to both practice and research.

To submit a paper or presentation proposal, please
ONLY use the online submission system on the
conference web site mcpc2011.com. Do not submit
papers per e‐mail directly to the conference chairs.
Please refer to the conference web site for details on
the paper submission process and guidelines for
paper formatting: mcpc2011.com

You can submit three types of proposals (Page limits
include references and figures):
1.

Full papers: Max. 10 pages, according to the
formatting guidelines (http://bit.ly/g8y1Tr). This
is the preferred form of submissions.

2.

Short papers / extended abstracts for work in
progress (3‐5 pages), but including comments on
the research question, the methodology, data
and empirical methods used (if applicable), and a
discussion of the results. Please also use the for‐
matting guidelines for preparing your extended
abstract (http://bit.ly/g8y1Tr).

The formatting guidelines, including a sample, can be
downloaded here: http://bit.ly/g8y1Tr

Important dates
May 7, 2011: Deadline for submissions for
paper and presentation proposals (use
only the online system to submit your
proposals at mcpc2011.com)
June 30, 2011: Notification of accepted pro‐
posals and publication of preliminary
program

All papers and extended abstracts will subject of
a blind review process. For the 2011 conference,
we expect a rather competitive review process.

Aug. 1, 2011: Presenter registration dead‐
line*

Good presentation proposals are …





Presentation proposals (PPT slides) by manag‐
ers: In order to accommodate practitioners who
have interesting results but are not familiar with
writing papers, this alternative way for contrib‐
uting is offered. Mass customization business
proprietors, open innovation project managers,
services and technology providers are invited to
submit a presentation outline in form of a slide
presentation (PPT of max. 20 slides, transferred
into PDF).

grounded well in a question that is relevant
and connected to the literature,
interesting for the audience,
really focused on the conference topics,
based on a rigid analysis (case study, qualita‐
tive research, quantitative study).

Nov 16‐19, 2011: MCPC 2011 Conference
* Please note: ALL presenters at the conference have to
register for the conference and pay the full registra‐
tion fee for the "Innovation & research conference".
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Selected Questions for Discussion at the MCPC 2011
To start the discussion, here are some initial themes and related questions. We encourage participants and authors to
engage in these questions and to bring forth their experiences from an interdisciplinary and cross‐functional perspective.

Choice Navigation: Configuration System
How can we change configurators from focusing on con‐
straints and rules to fostering creativity and co‐creation?
How do we foster and utilize the creativity of users and
customers?
What can we learn from transforming MC configurators
into open innovation toolkits?

Open Innovation for Mass Customization
How can we use open innovation to create better mass
customization businesses?
What is the role of users and customers in creating new
mass customization offerings?
How can we define ecosystems for open innovation which
span the entire product and service life cycle?
What new kinds of capabilities do we need to engage in
open innovation?
What are the limits of open innovation and mass customi‐
zation? What are we to learn from Apple’s incredible rise
over the past decade (it is now the second most valuable
company by market cap in the US after Exxon)? What is the
role of integration in successful innovation?

Robust Processes: From Flexible Manufacturing to Person‐
al Fabricators
What is the state of innovative manufacturing concepts
allowing flexibility with no cost penalty?
Where is mass customization manufacturing located
(distributed versus centralized)?
Is rapid manufacturing here (to stay)? What is the state of
the art of personal fabricators, allowing custom manufac‐
turing at a customer's home?

Open Business Models for Mass Customization
What is the role of platform models for MCPC? How is value
captured in these models?
How do we have to adapt, modify or expand established
models in marketing and operations management to cover
these developments?
How should we respond when collaborators become
competitors? How can we work positively with competitors
without being exploited? For example, who owns the
customer, and is responsible for the customer’s satisfac‐
tion?

Open Hardware
What are the trends driving the open hardware movement?
Does open hardware enable new forms of customization?
What are business models that allow companies and
individual contributors to profit from open hardware?
Sustainability and MCPC
What is the benefit and value of MCP? How does this
benefit translate into value for individual stakeholders
(customers, manufacturer, or retailers)?
How is mass customization driving ecological sustainability?
Are there new threads?
How can we use open innovation to improve the long‐term
sustainability of mass customization?
What role can intellectual property pools like the Green
Exchange play in promoting sustainability in innovation?

Product versus Service Customization
What is mass customization of service? How is this different
from product customization?
What are good examples of service customization?
What are the features of configuration toolkits for service
customization?
What are efficient production systems for service customi‐
zation?

Special Sessions & Themes
The MCPC 2011 does not focus on one particular industry,
but wants to provide a platform to exchange ideas beyond
disciplines and industry borders. We are, however, especial‐
ly interested in examples in the following fields where we
see a lot of momentum:

Open innovation and mass customization in architec‐
ture, housing and construction.

Automotive industry 3.0: Bridging pimped rides with
open sourced motors?

Open service innovation and mass customization of
services, e.g., in the entertainment, financial, health
care, or hospitality industries.
 Fashion and design: There is a long history of research
on mass customization in the fashion industries, but
how about open innovation and customer co‐creation
in this domain?

Individual versus Community
What is the role of communities for mass customization
and open innovation?
How do communities develop new MCPC offerings, but also
new methods for open innovation?
Can communities enable an open business model for mass
customization?
Solution Space Design: Product Families
and Architectures
What are methods to create a solution space?
What is meaningful customization? What are the rules for
simplicity in solution space design?
How can we determine how much choice people want?
Which market research methods support this process?
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Abou
ut the MCPC
M
20
011 Confference
e
The MCPC 2011 is a multi‐track
m
con
nference feat uring a combination of high profile keynnotes with expert talks,
per sessions, workshops,
w
reeceptions, and
d much more
e. While it is ddevoted to sh
haring and
panel disscussions, pap
discussingg the latest research
r
in th
he field, the MCPC has a strong focus on real life applications. Since its
beginningg, there is an equal share of
o participantts of practitio
oners and academics/reseaarchers. This makes
m
the
MCPC tru
uly unique am
mong many conferences. It rreally strives to
t connect MC
CPC thought lleaders, entre
epreneurs,
technologgy developerss, and researchers with peoople applying these strategies in practicee.
The previous conferen
nces have bee
en hosted by …







H
Kong
20011: Hong Kong University of Science and TTechnology, Hong
20033: University of
o Technologyy Munich, Gerrmany (mcpc2
2003.com)
20055: Hong Kong University of Science and TTechnology, Hong
H
Kong (m
mcpc2005.com
m)
20077: M.I.T., Cambridge, MA (m
mass‐customiization.de/mccpc07)
20099: Aalto Unive
ersity, Helsinki, Finland (mccpc2009.com))
Upco
oming 2011: UC
U Berkeley, San
S Francisco,, USA (mcpc20
011.com)
For reeports and revviews of the previous
p
confferences, checck http://tinyu
url.com/2wxppzqv (MCPC 20
007 at
MIT) aand http://tin
nyurl.com/35xxe8zm (MCPC 2009 in Helsinki).

Participation Statisticss (average of 2005‐2009 coonferences)






ween 450‐650 participants
Betw
Abou
ut 150 presentations over the
t entire pro gram
45% Managers fro
om companiess engaged in M
MCPC activitie
es or planning
g to do so (of tthose about 40:60
4
split
ween Directorss / VP Productt Mgmt of Forrtune1000 and
d CEOS of SME
Es / startups)
betw
45% Academics (ffrom Engineerring, Managem
ment & Markeeting, Computter Science / Innformation Syystems,
also many oth
her disciplines (architecture,, psychology …)
…
but a
10% Consultants and
a Technolo
ogy Providers (Flex Manufa
acturing, SCM, Configuratorrs, CAD)

MCPC 20011 Program Overview
O
2
will takee place on Nov. 16‐19, 2011 at the San Francisco Airport Mar‐
The MCPC 2011
riott Hotel & Conferencee Center. Locaated in Burling
game, CA, jusst minutes from the San
Francisco In
nternational A
Airport and be
etween down
ntown San Fraancisco and the
t Silicon
Valley, th
he hotel offerrs a perfect location with great views of the San Frrancisco Bay. Its inviting waterfront
w
location aand great conference cente
er will providee an inspiring conference se
etting.
Draft Sch
hedule
Nov 155, 2011

t.b.a.

Conference Couunt‐Down & Public
P
Event: Pre‐conferenc
P
ce program wiith work‐
ops, companyy tours, and a big networkin
ng / press eve nt (offsite)
sho

Novv 16

10‐7

MC
CPC 2011 Busiiness Seminar (I)

Novv 17

8
8:30‐4

MC
CPC 2011 Busiiness Seminar (II)

Novv 17

4‐8

MC
CPC2011 Keynnotes Session and Conference Receptionn
Join
nt session bettween businesss seminar & research
r
confe
ference

Novv 18

9‐9

MC
CPC 2011 "Ressearch and In
nnovation" Co
onference (I)
Ple
enary and Paraallel sessions with papers, symposia,
s
dem
monstrations
Eve
ening: Officiall Conference Dinner
D

9‐6

MC
CPC 2011 "Ressearch and In
nnovation" Co
onference (II))
Ple
enary and Paraallel sessions with papers, symposia,
s
dem
monstrations
Eve
ening: Networrking social evvent

Novv 19
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Expected
d Conference Fees
•
•
•

M
ess Seminar (N
Nov 16‐17): $11890 ($2400 for
f on‐site reg
gistration)
MCPC Busine
""Innovation and
a Research Conference" (Nov 17‐19 ): $540 before Sept 1, $790 aafter Sept 1, 2011
2
B
Bundle price for the entire conference eexperience (Nov 16‐19): $2200 ($2700 foor on‐site registration)

People an
nd organizations behind th
he MCPC confference seriess







Hostt of the MCPC
C 2011: Prof. Henry
H
Chesbroough, UC Berkkeley at the Garwwod
G
Centter for Corporate
Innovation and th
he Program off Open Innovaation (openinnovation.haas.berkeley.ed u): The missio
on of the
p
article s, and develop teaching ma
aterials arounnd open innovvation, a
centeer is to conduct research, publish
moree distributed model
m
of indu
ustry innovatioon. It is part of
o the Institute
e of Managem
ment, Innovation, and
Orgaanization and the
t Haas Scho
ool of Businesss at the Unive
ersity of Califo
ornia, Berkeleyy.
Initiaators and Proggram Co‐Chaiirs: The confe rences have been
b
initiated by Mitchell TTseng, HKUST
T, and
Frank Piller, MIT/RWTH Aachen, who also seerve as prograam co‐chairs.
mization Grou
up (scg.mit.eddu): The MIT SCG
S Group is a research grooup at the MIT
T Media
MIT Smart Custom
devoted to ressearch on mass customizattion. It is the academic
a
hostt of the busineess seminar of the con‐
Lab d
feren
nce.
IIMC
CP.org: The "In
nternational In
nstitute on M ass Customizaation and Perssonalization" (IIMCP) is a so
ociety to
provide a platform
m for interaction between rresearchers an
nd practitione
ers on mass cuustomization, personal‐
on and related
d research issues. It is the aacademic body of the MCPC
C conference series.
izatio

Contaccts
Sponsorrship & Exhib
bition Opporrtunities

Proggram Plannin
ng & Speakeers

Solomon
n Darwin, Asssociate Director
Garwood
d Center for Corporate In
nnovation,
Haas Sch
hool of Busin
ness, Universsity of Califorrnia
Berkeleyy, CA
(+1) 510‐643‐4133
darwin@
@haas.berke
eley.edu

Fran
nk T. Piller, Professor
P
of M
Managemen
nt
RWTTH Aachen & MIT Smart CCustomizatio
on
Grou
up
(+1) 617 326 374
48 (US officee)
(+49
9 )241 809 35
577 (Germann office)
pille
er@iimcp.org
g

General Inquiries an
nd Organizattion
Anita Steephens, Proggram Managger
Garwood
d Center for Corporate In
nnovation, H
Haas School of
o Business, University off California Berkeley
B
(+1) 510‐642‐4233
mcpc20111@haas.be
erkeley.edu
posals via thhe online sysstem only – opening
o
on M
March 1.
But remeember to submit all prop

More in
nformation: mcpc201
11.com | tw
witter: #mcp
pc2011

The Intternational Institute on
o Mass Cusstomizationn
& Personalization
n (iimcp.orgg)
Organizing
g body of the MCCPC conference se
eries
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